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Lehman Brothers unwinding

Banks warned
over assets held
by subsidiaries
PwC highlights
need for local funds
Lenders fear loss of
UK competitiveness
By Jennifer Hughes
in London
International banks will
have to hold more assets in
their subsidiaries if they
want to avoid a re-run of the
chaos caused by the fall of
Lehman Brothers, according
to PwC, administrators for
the collapsed bank’s European operations.
The comments come as
the UK’s Financial Services
Authority is pushing a series
of contentious liquidity proposals that would involve
UK subsidiaries doing just
that. Banks have warned,
however, that the rules
would tie up capital and
dent the UK’s competitiveness if the regulator forges
ahead without waiting for

other regulators to agree an
international system.
Lehman Brothers’ sudden
collapse, particularly in
Europe where it had massive
cross-border trading operations, left global markets in
disarray as leading banks,
hedge funds and other investors struggled to work out
their positions.
“You’ve just got to have
some assets held locally that
you can rely on,” said
Steven Pearson, one of the
joint administrators for the
bank’s European operations.
PwC yesterday disclosed its
fees have reached more than
£77m for the six months of
work to date and that they
are expected to continue at
broadly the same pace.
The European operations
have proved one of the most
complex pieces of the global
Lehman jigsaw because they
were involved in a massive
array of market operations.
Its problems were further
intensified by the company’s

practice – common among
multinationals – of sweeping
all cash each day back to the
US parent. In the case of
Lehman Europe, the sweep
had taken $8bn out of the
UK business the Friday
before it collapsed, meaning
the administrators didn’t
even have the funds to cover
that week’s payroll and had
to seek an emergency loan
from business contacts, a
process
Mr
Pearson
describes as “scary” given
the importance of the bank
to the financial system.
“We walked into this one
with no one we could turn
to. It wasn’t a UK-regulated
bank, there was no bail-out
fund ready. Holding local
liquidity plus having regulatory facilities would have
made a lot of difference,” he
added.
The comments come as
the administrators released
their six-month progress
report. More than $12bn of
client assets have been

Lehman Brothers staff leave London’s Canary Wharf offices after the company was placed into administration

returned so far but those are
only the simplest cases and
the return of further holdings is likely to take far
longer. Clients and administrators are working to set up
a standardised system for
doing this.
Lehman Europe’s position
so far suggests its has
almost $17bn in “headroom”
above its liabilities but the
administrators warned yesterday this was worth just
1.3 per cent of the gross balance sheet.

Digging for bank’s cash goes on
News analysis
Lehman’s European
administrators
warn that end is
not in sight, writes
Jennifer Hughes
Six months ago, Lehman
Brothers’ European administrators were struggling to
keep the lights on and find
the cash to cover the payroll.
Now PwC, which leads the
operation, has racked up
fees of more than £77m
($114m) and is sitting on a
cash pile of almost $6bn in
Lehman Europe’s “house”
account.
But it warns that the end
of the process is still
nowhere in sight.
When Lehman Brothers
informed its subsidiaries it
would no longer support
them on September 15, it
triggered a race to file for
bankruptcy by those units
and led to a testing of
national bankruptcy laws
and processes in a way that
had never been envisioned.
Lehman’s European operations have proved some of
the hardest to sort because
of its position as a key
trader – it was responsible
for more than 10 per cent of
the trades on the London
Stock Exchange on any
given day, for example – and
because of its close relation-

ship with hedge funds
around the world.
The report produced yesterday covers six months of
the administrators’ work
and puts the team ahead of
where they expected to be at
this point.
“The overarching achievement is that we’ve put in
place a decisive framework
for the run-off and understood in micro detail the
issue of each aspect of the
business,” says Steven Pearson, one of the four joint
administrators.
“At the outset, we didn’t
even know what the issues
were. Now we’ve got a process in place.”
The report states the gross
book value of Lehman
Europe’s assets at $628.6bn
at the point it collapsed. Liabilities totalled $611.8bn.
When adjusted for factors
such as assets belonging to
clients and trades with counterparties, this nets out to
assets and liabilities of
$49.5bn and $32.6bn, respectively.
In spite of the resulting
$16.9bn of net equity, or
“headroom” in administrator-speak, between the assets
and liabilities, the administrators have warned unsecured creditors are unlikely
to see all their funds, given
its tiny size compared with
the gross balance sheet.
This does not mean, however, that creditors with
preferential claims, such as

Lehman clients with assets
trapped in the collapsed
bank, are exactly happy.
The administrators ran
into a storm of criticism
early in the process for a
lack of communication and
the UK bankruptcy process
was savaged for its seeming
confusion compared with the
well-oiled US machine.
However, as the picture
has cleared, relations have
improved.
Critically, the administrators are working to develop
a scheme of arrangement
that will divide investors
into classes based on their

PwC, which leads
the European
operation, has
racked up fees of
more than $114m
different interests, with the
aim of agreeing a system to
return assets.
A total of $12.2bn has been
returned so far, but this
relates to only a handful of
relatively simple cases.
There are believed to be
about 2,000 clients. However,
the administrators say less
than 60 per cent of them
have so far provided the
detail needed to reconcile
fully what Lehman holds
and what it is meant to hold.
“If we can get this scheme

approved, it will demonstrate the flexibility of the
UK legal environment. Here,
we’re not restricted by
defined rules, but can design
them to meet the circumstances as appropriate,” says
Mr Pearson, who is confident
it will be agreed.
“The UK environment benefits from not having to seek
court approval for every
decision made. Coming out
of this will be some solutions
which are pretty groundbreaking – this is effectively
designing a template that
could be very quickly used
in
any
other
similar
instances.”
This
ground-breaking
work is not without its cost;
more than £77m has been
earned in fees by PwC so far
and the work is expected to
continue at about the same
pace for the next few months
at least.
Mr Pearson knows the fees
will attract comment, but is
comfortable about it.
“There’s nothing in here
that embarrasses us,” he
says, citing the complexities
of the case and the resulting
need for senior partners’
input as a reason for the big
number.
He says that typically it is
not unusual to see a fee of 5
to 10 per cent of assets on
any case. Lehman Europe is
currently controlling some
$40bn-plus of assets.
www.ft.com/lehman

Shell eyes Chinese links in Iraq
OIL & GAS

AngloDutch group
in advanced talks
Tieups could help it
win deals in China
By William MacNamara
in London
Iraq has become an unlikely
stage on which Royal Dutch
Shell is pursuing its interest
in China, as the Anglo-Dutch
energy company indicated
yesterday it might seek
to partner Chinese companies to develop oil fields in
Iraq.
In Beijing yesterday Jeroen van der Veer, Shell’s
outgoing chief executive,
responded to unsourced
media reports that Shell was
in advanced talks with
PetroChina and Sinopec –
two of China’s biggest stateowned oil companies – to bid
jointly for oil licences in
Iraq.
Such a venture could help
Shell win oil licences in
China, which the company
views as an important future
market.
“We indeed have had discussions about bidding,” Mr
van der Veer said in Beijing,
according to Reuters. “Chinese companies for certain
are part of the bidding partnerships.”
Shell, Sinopec, and 30

other global energy companies are separately bidding
to develop huge oil and gas
fields across Iraq, a tender
process that is part of the
postwar
government’s
attempt almost to double oil
output – and boost state revenues – over the next four
years.
The winners of the first
bid round will be announced
this summer.
Shell said discussions with
potential partners were at an
early stage and would not
comment on any details. An
Iraqi joint venture between
Shell and a state-owned Chinese oil company could be

advantageous to both sides.
Sinopec, Sinochem and
China National Offshore Oil
Corp – three Chinese oil
companies bidding for an
Iraq licence – lack Shell’s
expertise in the development
of large-scale oil fields.
The companies are intent
on expanding internationally, but their relatively late
entry into the international
oil business has prevented
them from bidding for bigger
projects, such as the Iraqi
fields.
Shell, meanwhile, has
stated its interest in entering
China’s fuel retail market
and its refining industry.

Shell is considering joint bids for Iraqi oil licences
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The Chinese petrochemical
sector continues to grow
even as it shrinks in Shell’s
core markets of Europe and
North America.
Shell has a fuel marketing
joint venture in China with
Sinopec. It also jointly operates the Changbei gas field
in northwest China with PetroChina.
Media reports cited the
Kirkuk oil field in northern
Iraq as the site of a potential
joint venture between Shell
and either PetroChina or
Sinopec.
While not officially bidding for a first-round oil
licence,
PetroChina
is
already established in Iraq,
where it operates the Al
Ahdab oil field.
Its contract there, signed
as a production-sharing
agreement under the government of Saddam Hussein,
was recently renegotiated as
a oil-service contract.
Iraq’s oil ministry stated
last month that it would
sweeten the terms of the bidding round.
Foreign oil companies can
now apply for up to a 75 per
cent stake in new oil and gas
projects.
Previously
they
were
offered no more than a 49
per cent stake, with Iraqi
companies holding a majority position.
www.ft.com/energysource
www.ft.com/oil
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